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Using the sample produced by the AMPT default model, we construct a corresponding mixed
sample by the method of mixed events. The mixed sample provides an effective estimation for non-
critical fluctuations which are caused by global and systematic effects. The dynamical cumulants of
conserved charges are defined as the cumulants of the original sample minus the cumulants of the
mixed sample. It is demonstrated that dynamical cumulants are subtracted statistical fluctuations,
and centrality bin width or detection efficiency independent, in consistent with formulae corrected
cumulants. Therefore, dynamical cumulants are helpful in obtaining critical fluctuations at the
RHIC BES.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Nq, 25.75.Gz
I. INTRODUCTION
To map QCD phase diagram from the experimental
side, programs of beam energy scan (BES) I and II at
relativistic heavy-ion collider (RHIC) are suggested and
in progress [1–6]. Higher cumulants of conserved charges
are sensitive observable of critical fluctuations of quan-
tum chromodynamicals (QCD) phase transitions [7–19].
Their non-monotonic dependence of incident energy has
been observed at the RHIC BES I [20, 21], and has drawn
much of our attention [1, 4, 6].
It is clear there are non-critical fluctuations in mea-
sured cumulants, and numerous efforts have been made
to eliminate non-critical effects [22–27]. A great challenge
is how to properly subtract the non-critical fluctuations.
It is crucial for determining the critical point (CP) of
QCD phase transition at the current RHIC BES II pro-
gram [6].
As we have known, critical fluctuations come from the
inner correlations between particles of an event, where
the correlation length is divergent.
Non-critical fluctuations have two kinds of sources.
One is caused by conventional mechanisms, such as the
resonance decay, and the global conservation of energy,
momentum, and various charges. The length of these
conventional correlations is finite and fixed. Their fluc-
tuations are usually small in comparison to critical fluc-
tuations, and result in a constant shift in cumulants [27].
Another source of non-critical fluctuations is global
and systematic effects, such as the statistical fluctuations
due to insufficient number of particles [24, 25], initial size
fluctuations for different impact parameters [27–29], cen-
trality bin width [23], detection efficiency and acceptance
cuts [26].
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In order to deduct one of those global and system-
atic effects, usually a specified scheme of correction
is suggested. For example, statistical fluctuations are
usually estimated by corresponding Poisson distribu-
tion [24, 30, 31]. Influence of centrality bin width is due
to a given bin width composites a superposition of vari-
ous impact parameters. Cumulants vary with bin width.
To reduce the influence, a well known scheme, centrality
bin width correction (CBWC), is proposed [32].
The detection efficiency in heavy ion experiment is the
percentage of missing particles. It also affects the true
distribution of particle number and its cumulants [26, 33].
To eliminate the influence, a complex formula which con-
nect the true cumulant to the actually measured cumu-
lant is introduced.
For a real world sample, all those global and system-
atic effects are involved. It is difficult to eliminate one
of them. A good subtraction should take all of them
into account. The sample of mixed events just provides
a background of such [34].
The best mixed sample is shown to be constructed
by the most random pool method [35]. There is no
concerning correlations in measured cumulants of con-
served charges. Meanwhile, non-critical fluctuations due
to global and systematic effects retain. This mixed sam-
ple provides a possible estimation for the cumulants of
back-ground. We can define dynamical cumulants as the
cumulants of the original sample minus the cumulants
of the mixed sample. Such defined dynamical cumulants
subtract non-critical fluctuations remaining in the mixed
sample, and extract critical fluctuations.
In this paper, we first introduce the construction of
mixed sample for higher cumulants of conserved charges
in Section II. Then, In section III, using the sample of
Au + Au collisions at 19.6 GeV produced by a multi-
phase transport (AMPT) default model, we construct its
mixed sample at each centrality bin. Higher cumulants
of net-proton in the original and mixed samples are cal-
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2culated and compared. The influences of statistical fluc-
tuations, centrality bin width, and efficiency are studied
respectively. The dynamical cumulants are shown to be
independent of centrality bin width or efficiency, in con-
sistent with formula corrected cumulants. Finally, a brief
summary and conclusions are given in section IV.
II. MIXED SAMPLE
Higher cumulants of conserved charges are defined as
variance (σ2), skewness (S), kurtosis (κ), and their prod-
ucts, Sσ and κσ2, i.e.,
σ2 = 〈(4Nc)2〉,
S = 〈(4Nc)3〉/σ3,
κ = 〈(4Nc)4〉/σ4 − 3,
Sσ = 〈(4Nc)3〉/σ2,
κσ2 = 〈(4Nc)4〉/σ2 − 3σ2.
(1)
Where the average 〈〉 is over the whole event sample.
4Nc = Nc − 〈Nc〉. Nc is the number of particles with
conserved charges. In general, conserved charge refers to
baryon, strangeness, or electric charge. In this paper, we
restrict the conserved charge to baryon, or strangeness
only. The total number of particles of an event is electric
charged, i.e, Nch, multiplicity.
By definition, Eq. ((1)), Nc is correlated with its as-
sociated event. Nc charged particles correlate with each
other and with other Nch − Nc particles. For a mixed
event, all such correlations have to be removed. Mean-
while, the global characters of the mixed sample, such as,
the multiplicity Nch distribution, and the mean number
of charged particles 〈Nc〉 should retain. They directly
relate to initial size fluctuations, statistical fluctuations,
detection efficiency, and acceptance cuts.
We have shown that the pool method [35] is effective in
constructing mixed sample for higher cumulates of con-
served charges. Where the multiplicity Nch is simply
taken from the original sample. All particles of origi-
nal events is firstly put into a pool, and then randomly
take Nch particles from the pool to form a mixed event.
When the sample is large enough, i.e., larger than a thou-
sand events, Nch particles come approximately from dif-
ferent events and the correlations between them are neg-
ligible. Meanwhile, it has shown that the mean number
of charged particles 〈Nc〉 is consistent with that of the
original sample.
For a given sample, the mixed sample can be con-
structed by this pool method. For convenience in fol-
lowing statements, we label cumulants of the original and
mixed samples by superscripts o and m, respectively. We
define the dynamical cumulant as the cumulant of the
original sample minus the cumulant of the mixed sam-
ple, i.e.,
σ2dyn = σ
2,o − σ2,m,
Sdyn = S
o − Sm,
κdyn = κ
o − κm,
Sσdyn = (Sσ)
o − (Sσ)m,
κσ2dyn = (κσ
2)o − (κσ2)m.
(2)
Obviously, global and systematic effects in the mixed
sample are subtracted by defined dynamical cumu-
lants [30, 36–38]. In order to demonstrate the effective-
ness of dynamical cumulants, we will firstly apply the
pool method to construct a mixed sample in the follow-
ing, and then compare dynamical cumulants with formu-
lae corrected cumulants, which are labelled as σ2fc, Sfc,
κfc, Sσfc, and κσ
2
fc, respectively.
III. APPLICATION AND COMPARISON
We generate a sample of Au + Au collisions at 19.6
GeV by the AMPT default model. Where the multi-
plicity is total electric charged particles, i.e., Nch, and
the conserved charge is considered approximately by pro-
ton [39–41]. Cuts for transverse momentum and rapidity
are 0.4 ≤ pt ≤ 0.8 (GeV) and −0.5 ≤ y ≤ 0.5, the same
as those used at the RHIC/STAR experiments [42].
As described in the Introduction Section, up to now,
only statistical fluctuations [24, 25, 30], the influence of
centrality bin width and detection efficiency are corrected
respectively by corresponding formulae [26, 43]. In the
following, we will compare dynamical cumulants of net-
proton with corresponding formula corrected cumulants,
respectively.
A. Statistical fluctuations
The centrality dependences of Sσ and κσ2 of original
(black circles) and mixed (red open squares) samples are
presented in Fig. 1(a) and (c). Where 9 centrality bins
are defined by multiplicity distribution, same as those
given at the RHIC/STAR [42]. The centrality depen-
dence of dynamical (violet open crosses) and formula cor-
rected (blue open diamonds) Sσ and κσ2 are presented
in Fig. 1(b) and (d). Where, the statistical fluctuations
are described by a Poisson distribution with 〈Nc〉 of the
original sample [24, 25, 30]. Formula corrected cumu-
lants are the original cumulants minus the cumulants of
corresponding Poisson distribution.
Fig. 1(a) shows that Sσ of the mixed sample, i.e., Sσm,
red open squares, have generally similar centrality depen-
dence as those of the original sample, i.e., Sσo, black cir-
cles. Red open squares are close to those of black circles,
except one for the most central collision.
In Fig. 1(b), most of Sσdyn, violet open crosses, are
flat and show a low shift to those of Sσfc, blue open
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FIG. 1. Left: the centrality dependence of Sσ (a) and κσ2
(c) for the original and mixed samples. Right: the centrality
dependence of dynamical and formula corrected Sσ (b) and
κσ2 (d).
diamonds. Only for the most central collision, the vio-
let open crosses almost overlaps with the blue open dia-
monds.
Differences between Sσdyn and Sσfc are understand-
able. As we have discussed in the Introduction Section,
the mixed sample contains all global and systematic ef-
fects, dynamical cumulants deduct all of them in the
mixed sample. Here, formula corrected cumulant only de-
ducted Poisson-like statistical fluctuations. Other global
effects, in particular, the initial size fluctuations remain
in the formula corrected cumulants. So the formula cor-
rected cumulants are larger than those of dynamical cu-
mulants.
Fig. 1(c) also shows that the general trend of the cen-
trality dependence of κσ2 of the mixed sample is anal-
ogous with that of the original sample. The differences
between them are visible, or larger, in comparison to the
corresponding cases of Sσ in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 1(d), the
centrality dependence of κσ2dyn is qualitatively similar to
that of κσ2fc, but much smooth and lower than that of
κσ2fc.
So in general, dynamical cumulants are smaller than
formula corrected cumulants, where only Poisson-like sta-
tistical fluctuations are subtracted. This implies that
mixed sample contains other non-critical effects in addi-
tion to Poisson-like statistical fluctuations. We will show
in the following that dynamical cumulants also eliminate
influences of centrality bin width and detection efficiency.
It should be noticed although dynamical cumulants
showed in Fig. 1(b) and (d) are very small, but not zero.
As we known, there is no phase transition in the AMPT
default model. So there should be no critical fluctuations.
However, conventional mechanisms are implemented in
the model. Those conventional correlations exist in the
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FIG. 2. The centrality dependence of κσ2 of original (a) and
mixed (b) samples for nine (black points) and sixteen (red
circles) centrality bins, and the centrality dependence of dy-
namical (c) and formula corrected (d) κσ2 for nine (black
points) and sixteen (red circles) centrality bins.
original sample but do not retain in the mixed sample.
Therefore, dynamical cumulants just present those con-
ventional correlations, which are not zero.
B. Centrality bin width
In Fig. 2(a), we present centrality dependence of κσ2
of the original sample for nine (black solid points) and
sixteen (red circles) centrality bins. Red circles are obvi-
ously smaller than those black solid points. So κσ2 varies
with centrality bin width.
Using the corrected formulae Eq. (5) and Eq. (12) of
ref. [23] and Eq. (28) of ref. [44], the corrected κσ2 for
nine (black points) and sixteen (red circles) centrality
bins are presented in Fig. 2(d). Where red and black
points are close to each other. So κσ2fc are centrality bin
width independent. Therefore, formula corrected cumu-
lants successfully eliminate the influence of centrality bin
width.
At each of centrality bin, we construct mixed sample.
The corresponding centrality dependences of κσ2 for nine
(black solid points) and sixteen (red circles) centrality
bins are presented in Fig. 2(b). The influence of central-
ity bin width is similar to the case of the original sample
as showed in Fig. 2(a).
Centrality dependences of dynamical cumulants
(κσ2dyn) for nine (black points) and sixteen (red circles)
centrality bins are presented in Fig. 2(c). The black
4solid points and red circles are close to each other. This
shows that dynamical cumulants are centrality bin width
independent, similar to formula corrected cumulants in
Fig. 2(d). This is understandable. Since the mixed sam-
ple contains similar influences of centrality bin width as
those of the original sample, the dynamical cumulants
are well deducted the influence of centrality bin width
remaining in the mixed sample.
It should be noticed that the magnitude of dynamical
cumulants in Fig. 2(c) is smaller than that of formula cor-
rected cumulants in Fig.2(d). The dynamical cumulants
in Fig. 2(c) are the same magnitude as those dynamical
cumulants in Fig 1(d), where the statistical fluctuations
are also subtracted. dynamical cumulants eliminate not
only the statistical fluctuations, but also the influence of
centrality bin width. However, formula corrected cumu-
lants in Fig. 2(d) are not subtracted the statistical fluc-
tuations. This is why dynamical cumulants are smaller
than that of formula corrected cumulants.
For other cumulants of net-proton, plots like those
showed in Fig. 2 are not presented. Their dynamical
cumulants also show centrality bin width independence
as that of κσ2dyn do.
C. Detection efficiency
To see the influence of detection efficiency, we can ran-
domly take 80% and 60% of produced particles, and
calculate corresponding cumulants. The centrality de-
pendency of κσ2 of original sample for three efficiencies,
100% (black points), 80%(black squares), and 60% (blue
triangles) are presented in Fig. 3(a). It shows that three
kinds of points are separated. Cumulants vary with effi-
ciency. The influence of efficiency is centrality dependent.
The centrality dependences of κσ2 of mixed sample for
three efficiencies, 100% (red circles), 80%(black squares),
and 60% (blue triangles) are presented in Fig. 3(b). Effi-
ciency also influence measured cumulants of mixed sam-
ple. The influences are similar to that of the original
sample showed in Fig. 3(a).
Using the formula Eq. (26) of ref. [26] and Eqs. (A20),
(A23), (A25), and (A28) of ref. [43], the centrality de-
pendency of formula corrected κσ2 for three efficiencies,
100% (red circles), 80%(black squares), and 60% (blue
triangles) are presented in Fig. 3(d). Where black squares
and blue triangles overlap with those red circles within
errors at each of centralities. This means κσ2fc is efficiency
independent.
The centrality dependency of dynamical κσ2 for three
efficiencies, 100% (black points), 80%(black squares), and
60% (blue triangles) are presented in Fig. 3(c). Where
three kinds of points overlap within errors. It shows dy-
namical κσ2 is also efficiency independent. This is be-
cause the mixed sample contains the same influence of
efficiency as that of the original sample. dynamical cumi-
ulants subtract the influence of efficiency remaining in
the mixed sample.
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FIG. 3. The centrality dependences of κσ2 of original (a)
and mixed (b) samples for three efficiencies, 100% (red cir-
cles), 80%(black squares), and 60% (blue triangles), and the
centrality dependence of dynamical (c) and formula corrected
(d) κσ2 for three efficiencies, 100% (black points), 80%(black
squares), and 60% (blue triangles).
The values of those points in Fig. 3(c) are the same
magnitude as dynamical cumulants in Fig 1(d), where
the statistical fluctuations are subtracted. So dynamical
cumulants subtract not only the influence of detection
efficiency, but also the statistical fluctuations, and the
influence of centrality bin width. While, formula cor-
rected cumulants in Fig. 3(d) subtract only the influence
of efficiency.
For other cumulants of net-proton, plots like those
showed in Fig. 3 are not presented. Their dynamical cu-
mulants also show efficiency independence as κσ2dyn do.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we generate the original sample of Au +
Au collisions at 19.6 GeV by the AMPT default model,
and construct its mixed sample at each centrality bin.
The mixed sample retain the original multiplicity distri-
bution. Electric charged particles of a mixed event are
randomly taken from the pool of all particles of the orig-
inal events at a given centrality. So the mixed sample re-
tains the global and systematic characters of the original
sample and loses all concerning correlations in cumulants
of conserved charges.
The centrality dependence of net-proton cumulants for
the original and mixed samples are presented and com-
pared. We define dynamical cumulants as the cumulants
of the original sample minus the cumulants of the mixed
5sample. It shows that dynamical cumulants is subtracted
statistical fluctuations. Moreover, dynamical cumulants
are both centrality bin width independent and detection
efficiency independent. These are consistent with the cu-
mulants which are corrected by formulae of centrality bin
width correction (CBWC), or detection efficiency. There-
fore, dynamical cumulants are free from influences of cen-
trality bin width and detection efficiency.
In conclusion, the mixed sample provides a good es-
timation for global and systematic non-critical effects.
The defined dynamical cumulants substantially subtract
influences of non-critical effects contained in the mixed
sample. It helps us to obtain true critical fluctuations
from higher cumulants of conserved charges at the RHIC
BES.
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